### For Date: 12/31/2013 - Tuesday

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Call Reason</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13-31450</td>
<td>0028</td>
<td>Initiated - MV STOP</td>
<td>Citation/Warning Issued</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Call Taker: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S  
Primary Id: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero |
| Location/Address: 25 MALL RD  
Vehicle: BLU 2004 FORD EXPEDITION  Reg: PC MA US6444  VIN: 1FMPU16L64LB39608 |
| Vehicle: BLK 2010 HOMEM LE4000  Reg: TL MA A93219 |
| Narrative: MV Stop |
| Narrative: Citation issued for defective equipment. |
| 13-31453    | 0048 | Initiated - MV STOP | Citation/Warning Issued |
| Call Taker: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S  
Primary Id: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V |
| Vicinity of: [BUR 1097] MEMORIAL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - 125 WINN ST  
Unit: 45 Patrol Vito E Costa, V |
| Vehicle: GRY 2003 MITSU SE EVOLUTION  Reg: PC MA 569XL5  VIN: JA3AH86F23U112432 |
| Narrative: MV Stop |
| Narrative: Citation issued for speed, no reg is possession, and fail to wear seat belt. |
| 13-31455    | 0058 | Initiated - MV STOP | Citation/Warning Issued |
| Call Taker: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S  
Primary Id: MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello |
| Location/Address: 279 CAMBRIDGE ST  
Unit: 44 Patrol Michael P Minichiello |
| Vehicle: WHI 2006 TOYOTA SCION  Reg: PC MA 538NZ0  VIN: JTKDE177960130081 |
| Narrative: MV Stop |
| Narrative: Citation issued for speed. |
| 13-31456    | 0101 | Initiated - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTI Logged |
| Call Taker: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S  
Primary Id: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V |
| Location/Address: 23 WILDMERE AVE  
Unit: 45 Patrol Vito E Costa, V |
| Narrative:  
Door to MV is left open. |
| Narrative: Vehicle checks ok and door was shut and locked. Appears to be an oversight. Unable to raise the homeowner to notify. |
| 13-31478    | 0750 | Phone - ALARM | No report Due |
| Call Taker: JEL100 - Patrol John E Lynch III  
Location/Address: [BUR 2228] SERVIZIO CAFE - 1 WALL ST  
Unit: 42 Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R  
Unit: 43 Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr |
| Narrative: ADT reports a general alarm. |
| Narrative: Report of open door. Same did walk through with maintenance. Checks okay. |
13-31479 0827 Other - ESCORT Services Rendered
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address: [BUR 368] SULLIVAN FUNERAL HOME INC. - 43 WINN ST
Unit: 44 Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative: Escort funeral.

13-31480 0902 Initiated - ESCORT Logged
Call Taker: KJR033 - Patrol Kevin J Rogers
Primary Id: KJR033 - Patrol Kevin J Rogers
Location/Address: [BUR 368] SULLIVAN FUNERAL HOME INC. - 43 WINN ST
Unit: 48 Patrol Kevin J Rogers

13-31481 0907 Phone - Well Being Check Logged
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address: [BUR 777] SALANI, SUSAN - 33 WILMINGTON RD
Narrative: Caller requests well being check on his daughter. Followed response procedure. Message left on daughter's voice mail. Sgt. McLean notified.

Narrative:
Daughter called back. Checks okay.

13-31482 0927 Phone - ABANDONED M V Logged
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: JEL100 - Patrol John E Lynch III
Location/Address: [BUR 283] NORDBLOM - 65 NETWORK DR
Unit: 47 Patrol John E Lynch III
Vehicle: GRN 2001 MAZD 4T PROTEGE Reg: DX TX 8FCRF VIN: JM1BJ226X10476891
Narrative: Caller reports abandoned vehicle, green Mazda Protege, abandoned in lot for the past two days.

Narrative:
TX reg. 8FCRF parked in lot near pole 14 between 55 and 65 Network Drive. No observations made of vehicle to suggest stolen. Officer to follow-up with R/P.

13-31483 0954 Phone - NOTIFICATION Services Rendered
Call Taker: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Primary Id: KJR033 - Patrol Kevin J Rogers
Location/Address: 102 BEDFORD ST
Unit: 48 Patrol Kevin J Rogers
Narrative: Call Erin at Lowell PD at 978-937-3200 regarding his vehicle, MA REG# 613-VP4.

Narrative:
notification made

13-31484 1007 Phone - PROPERTY - LOST OR FOUND Logged
Call Taker: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address: [BUR 690] BURTONS GRILL - 43 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative: Caller reports leaving her gray pocketbook at Burtons Grill.

13-31485 1044 Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Logged
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: KJR033 - Patrol Kevin J Rogers
Location/Address: 40 HILLCREST RD
Unit: 48 Patrol Kevin J Rogers
Narrative: 911 abandoned call. Checks okay on call back.
CHECKS OKAY

13-31486  1133  Phone - Theft Past  Report Due
Call Taker:  RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Primary Id:  HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address:  [BUR 146] BROOKSTONE - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit:  43  Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Narrative:  Caller reports a past larceny of a projector.

AN IDENTIFIED CUSTOMER IS SEEN ON VIDEO TAKING THE SECURITY
TEATHER OFF OF A BROOKSTONE POCKET PROJECTOR PRO, AND
CONCEALING IT IN A SHOPPING BAG. INCIDENT UNDER
INVESTIGATION.

13-31487  1157  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:  GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Primary Id:  GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Location/Address:  69 MIDDLESEX TPKE @ 1 WHEELER RD
Unit:  63  Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Vehicle:  MAR 2013 SUBA SW OUTBACK  Reg: PC NH 2298297  VIN: 4S4BRBCC6D332920
Narrative:  red light violation.

13-31491  1336  Phone - Theft Past  Report Due
Call Taker:  JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id:  GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Location/Address:  [BUR 1029] VICTORIAS SECRET - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit:  63  Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Narrative:  Manager reports past theft.
No theft occurred. Employee violated internal policy
regarding "awarding" merchandise based on specific purchase
amounts. Process was approved by her supervisor. See full
report.

13-31493  1411  Phone - ALARM  False Alarm
Call Taker:  JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id:  SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address:  [BUR 166] DUNKIN DONUTS - 69 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit:  44  Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Unit:  48  Patrol Kevin J Rogers
Narrative:  Operator 414 reports hold up alarm.

13-31494  1451  Phone - ALARM  Services Rendered
Call Taker:  JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id:  SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address:  MORTEZA YAZDI DENTAL OFFICE - 30 CHESTNUT AVE Apt. #1
Unit:  44  Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative:  Operator 313 reports front door alarm.
ongoing issue front entrance door left unlocked. disp.
noticed.

13-31495  1605  911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up  Logged
Call Taker:  KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Location/Address:  [BUR 970] TALBOTS - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative:  911 hang up. On call back, spoke with employee who stated it
was accidental.
Narrative:

Mall Security confirmed and stated it was accidental.

13-31496 1606 Phone - MV Complaint  Gone on Arrival
Call Taker: KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Primary Id: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Vicinity of: CAMBRIDGE ST @ ROUTE 128 N
Unit: 42 Patrol David H Outerbridge
Narrative:
Caller reports elderly female operating a blue Corolla with a flat tire headed NB towards the center.

Narrative:

Unable to locate vehicle.

13-31499 1641 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Logged
Call Taker: EFB515 - Dispatcher Eileen F Barnard
Primary Id: MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Vicinity of: CAMBRIDGE ST @ ROUTE 128 N
Unit: 44 Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Unit: 42 Patrol David H Outerbridge
Narrative:
Female caller reported that the MBTA bus had its emergency lights flashing/call police. The bus is traveling northbound on Cambridge Street from Route 128.

Narrative:

Detail Officer (Ferguson) spoke to driver of the only bus in the area, same checks ok.

13-31501 1643 Phone - Well Being Check  Logged
Call Taker: EFB515 - Dispatcher Eileen F Barnard
Location/Address: [BUR 777] SALANI, SUSAN - 33 WILMINGTON RD
Narrative:
Made contact with caller's daughter and she will contact her father. Checks ok.

13-31500 1717 911 - Missing Child  Report Due
Call Taker: KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Primary Id: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Location/Address: 9 KIMBALL CT Apt. #411
Unit: 42 Patrol David H Outerbridge
Unit: 41 Sergeant Kevin M Cooney
Narrative:
Caller believes her 14 year old son ran away from home.

Narrative:

Party entered as missing.

Narrative:

same returned home at 0230 HRS on 1/1/14.

13-31502 1744 911 - Lockout  Services Rendered
Call Taker: EFB515 - Dispatcher Eileen F Barnard
Primary Id: MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Vicinity of: [BUR 1834] OLD NAVY STORE - 43 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 44 Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Narrative:
Caller reports a mv lockout with a child inside vehicle.

Narrative:

Entry gained without incident.

13-31503 1800 Phone - SHOPLIFTING / RETAIL  Arrest(s) Made
Call Taker: EFB515 - Dispatcher Eileen F Barnard
Dispatch Log  From: 12/31/2013  Thru: 01/06/2014     0000 - 2359    Printed: 01/07/2014

Primary Id:    MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Location/Address:    [BUR 898] SEARS - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit:    44  Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Narrative:

Male shoplifter

Arrest made, see report.

Refer To Arrest:      13-31503-AB
Arrest:    KIMBOWA, KEVIN  JR
Address:    11 NORTH RD   BILLERICA, MA
DOB:    01/01/1972
Charges:    SHOPLIFTING BY CONCEALING MDSE

13-31504  1826  911 - Ambulance Request  Transported to Hospital
Call Taker:    KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Primary Id:    KJR033 - Patrol Kevin J Rogers
Location/Address:    [BUR 1337] MACARONI GRILL - 50 SOUTH AVE
Unit:    48  Patrol Kevin J Rogers
Narrative:

Ambulance request. Fire notified.

13-31505  1838  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:    EFB515 - Dispatcher Eileen F Barnard
Primary Id:    GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Vicinity of:    [BUR 160] BURLINGTON CAR WASH - 310 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit:    63  Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Vehicle:    WHI 2012 HYUN SE ELANTR  Reg: PC MA 2BDZ60  VIN: 5NPDH4AE2CH132745
Narrative:
speed

13-31506  1849  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:    KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Primary Id:    GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Location/Address:    [BUR 160] BURLINGTON CAR WASH - 310 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit:    63  Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Vehicle:    Reg: PC MA 435TF4
Narrative:
speed.

13-31507  1906  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:    GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Primary Id:    GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Location/Address:    324 CAMBRIDGE ST @ 1 WILMINGTON RD
Unit:    63  Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Vehicle:    GRY 2007 HOND SE ACCORD  Reg:  8LD380  VIN: 1HGCM56767A171103
Narrative:
broken h/l.

13-31508  1919  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:    TMC104 - Patrol Thomas M Carlson
Primary Id:    GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Location/Address:    310 CAMBRIDGE ST @ MORAN AVE
Unit:    63  Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Vehicle:    GRY 2004 TOYT SE COROLL CELES  Reg: PC MA 335KJ3  VIN: 2T1BR32E24C280301
Narrative:
stop sign.

13-31509  1937  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:    TMC104 - Patrol Thomas M Carlson
Primary Id:    GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Location/Address:    207 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit:    63  Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Unit:    42  Patrol David H Outerbridge
Vehicle:    BRO 2000 FORD EXPLOR  Reg: PC MA 149CE6  VIN: 1FMDU72XXZC33296
Narrative:  
no headlights.

13-31510  2029  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:    EFB515 - Dispatcher Eileen F Barnard
Primary Id:    GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Vicinity of:    18 BIRCHCREST ST @ MCINTYRE DR
Unit:    63  Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Vehicle:    WHI 1999 CHEV 4D PRIZM Reg: PC MA 268NE7
Narrative:  
broken h/l

13-31511  2054  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:    EFB515 - Dispatcher Eileen F Barnard
Primary Id:    GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Vicinity of:    [BUR 1172] 162 WINN ST
Unit:    63  Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Vehicle:    BLU 1997 DODG SE INTR ES  Reg: PC MA 3GRC60  VIN: 2B3HD56F1VH734974
Narrative:  
broken h/l.

13-31512  2114  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:    EFB515 - Dispatcher Eileen F Barnard
Primary Id:    GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Vicinity of:    376 CAMBRIDGE ST @ 6 FRANCIS WYMAN RD
Unit:    63  Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Vehicle:    SIL 2012 FORD 4D FUSION  Reg: PC NH 2561287  VIN: 3FAHP0HA8CR117542
Narrative:  
speed

13-31514  2142  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:    KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Primary Id:    DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Vicinity of:    [BUR 1212] DOMINO'S PIZZA - 53 WINN ST
Unit:    42  Patrol David H Outerbridge
Unit:    44  Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Unit:    48  Patrol Kevin J Rogers
Vehicle:    RED 2000 BUIC SE LESABR LIMITE  Reg: PC MA 558TF4  VIN: 1G4HR54K7YU212749
Narrative:  
Citation issued for speeding 50/35, number plate light out.

13-31515  2211  Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:    EFB515 - Dispatcher Eileen F Barnard
Primary Id:    GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Location/Address:  85 WILMINGTON RD
Unit:    63  Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Unit:    44  Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Unit:    48  Patrol Kevin J Rogers
Vehicle:    RED 2000 BUIC SE LESABR LIMITE  Reg: PC MA 558TF4  VIN: 1G4HR54K7YU212749
Narrative:  
Suspicious mv MA 558TF4 in lot.

Vehicle parked on side of Alcine w/ occupants drinking.  
Individuals from nearby residence began coming outside and 
refused orders to return inside. Situation resolved and 
operator cited for open container.  See report.

13-31516  2214  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:    EFB515 - Dispatcher Eileen F Barnard
Primary Id:    TMC104 - Patrol Thomas M Carlson
Location/Address:  19 BEDFORD ST @ LEXINGTON ST
Unit:    46  Patrol Thomas M Carlson
Unit:    41  Sergeant Kevin M Cooney
Vehicle:    RED 1996 NISS SE MAXIMA GXEGLE  Reg: PC MA 535KY4  VIN: JN1CA21D1TT703992

13-31517  2234  911 - FIRE/ELECTRICAL  Logged
Call Taker:    EFB515 - Dispatcher Eileen F Barnard
Primary Id: KJR033 - Patrol Kevin J Rogers
Location/Address: 22 DOUGLAS AVE
Unit: 48 Patrol Kevin J Rogers
Narrative: Caller reports a possible electrical fire. Fire enroute.

Fire handled same

13-31518 2243 Initiated - MV STOP Logged
Call Taker: EFB515 - Dispatcher Eileen F Barnard
Primary Id: TMC104 - Patrol Thomas M Carlson
Vicinity of: 141 MIDDLESEX TPKE @ 1 FOURTH AVE
Unit: 46 Patrol Thomas M Carlson
Narrative: Same was a lost motorist. Given directions.

13-31520 2258 Phone - NOISE COMPLAINT Logged
Call Taker: KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Primary Id: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Location/Address: 44 MOUNTAIN RD
Unit: 42 Patrol David H Outerbridge
Unit: 48 Patrol Kevin J Rogers
Narrative: Caller reports loud party at this location.
Narrative: Family party for New Years Eve. Large group had opened the windows. Same advised to close windows and keep noise down. Same agreed.

13-31521 2303 Radio - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER Services Rendered
Call Taker: EFB515 - Dispatcher Eileen F Barnard
Primary Id: TMC104 - Patrol Thomas M Carlson
Vicinity of: 141 MIDDLESEX TPKE @ 1 FOURTH AVE
Unit: 46 Patrol Thomas M Carlson
Narrative: Escort was lost motorist. Given directions.

13-31522 2311 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: EFB515 - Dispatcher Eileen F Barnard
Vicinity of: 424 CAMBRIDGE ST @ COUNTY RD
Unit: 63 Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Vehicle: Reg: PC MA R4045A
Narrative: Citation issued.

13-31523 2331 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: EFB515 - Dispatcher Eileen F Barnard
Primary Id: GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Location/Address: 324 CAMBRIDGE ST @ 1 WILMINGTON RD
Unit: 63 Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Narrative: Mark lanes

13-31524 2351 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Primary Id: GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Location/Address: CAMBRIDGE ST @ ROUTE 128 N
Unit: 63 Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
For Date: 01/01/2014 - Wednesday

14-1 0000 911 - Ambulance Request Logged
Call Taker: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Primary Id: JEL100 - Patrol John E Lynch III
Location/Address: [BUR 219] CAFE ESCADRILLE INC. - 26 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: K9 Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Unit: 47 Patrol John E Lynch III
Narrative: Male party having a heart attack.

14-2 0003 Phone - NOISE COMPLAINT Unfounded
Call Taker: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Primary Id: JEL100 - Patrol John E Lynch III
Location/Address: 44 MOUNTAIN RD
Unit: 47 Patrol John E Lynch III
Narrative: Caller reporting a noise complaint.

14-3 0025 Phone - NOISE COMPLAINT Logged
Call Taker: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Primary Id: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address: [BUR 1082] HILTON GARDEN INN - 5 WHEELER RD
Unit: K9 Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Narrative: Detail Officer reports large group gathering. Same is requesting additional presence.

14-4 0030 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Primary Id: GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Location/Address: 340 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 63 Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Unit: 63 Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Vehicle: WHI 2006 SUBA UT B9TRIB Reg: PC MA 82CE86 VIN: 4S4WX82C064416915
Vehicle: BLK 2013 HOND FIT Reg: PC MA 875VK6 VIN: JHMGE8G3XDC034206
Narrative: Broken headlight.

14-5 0045 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Services Rendered
Call Taker: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Primary Id: GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Location/Address: 31 ELLEN RD
Unit: 47 Patrol John E Lynch III
Unit: 44 Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Unit: 63 Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Narrative: Out of town caller states that his mother called and reports hearing noises outside of her home.
Narrative:
Area checks ok. No fresh prints in snow. Garage door unsecured. Checked garage, all clear.

14-8 0111 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Primary Id: GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Location/Address: 466 CAMBRIDGE ST @ LEROY DR
Unit: 63 Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Narrative:
Marked lanes.

14-9 0112 911 - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Primary Id: MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Location/Address: 11 ALGONQUIN DR
Unit: 44 Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Narrative:
Elderly male having difficulty breathing.

14-12 0132 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Primary Id: GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Location/Address: WINN ST @ 14 SEARS ST
Unit: 63 Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Vehicle: GRY 2000 CHRY SE CIRRUS Reg: PC MA 1KVX60 VIN: 1C3EJ56H0YN200084
Narrative:
Marked lanes.

14-14 0153 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Primary Id: GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Location/Address: 376 CAMBRIDGE ST @ 6 FRANCIS WYMAN RD
Unit: 63 Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Vehicle: WHI 2011 KIA SE OPTIMA Reg: PC MA 4GXA40 VIN: KNAGM4A76B5074578
Narrative:
Marked lanes.

14-15 0159 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Location/Address: [BUR 173] USED BOOK SUPERSTORE - 256 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 63 Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Vehicle: WHI 2004 LINC SE LS Reg: PC MA 741WZ9 VIN: 1LNHM86S04Y630554
Narrative:
Citation issued.

14-16 0200 911 - CIVIL COMPLAINT Services Rendered
Call Taker: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Primary Id: MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Location/Address: [BUR 41] LAHEY CLINIC - 41 MALL RD
Unit: 44 Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Narrative:
Cab driver reports a fare evasion.

Narrative:
Female party was able to get the money to pay the fare.

14-18 0206 Phone - DISTURBANCE Logged
Call Taker: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Primary Id: JEL100 - Patrol John E Lynch III
Location/Address: [BUR 41] LAHEY CLINIC - 41 MALL RD
Unit: 47 Patrol John E Lynch III
Unit: K9 Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Lahey Security is reporting an out of control patient in the ER.

Patient was not allowed to drive until 6 am due to medication. She gave us keys to vehicle. ER said she was allowed to wait there quietly. Keys will be returned at 6 am.

Keys returned. Passed 3 FST's prior to leaving.

14-19 0229 Phone - ALARM Building Checked/Secured

Call Taker: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Primary Id: MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Location/Address: [BUR 1688] ADVIZEX TECHNOLOGY - 164 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 44 Patrol Michael P Minichiello

Second floor alarm.

All exterior doors and windows appear secure, unable to gain entry into building.

14-20 0248 911 - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital

Call Taker: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Primary Id: MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Location/Address: CMCS - 2 CLIFFORD RD
Unit: 44 Patrol Michael P Minichiello

MALE PARTY UNABLE TO BREATHE.

14-21 0254 911 - Disabled MV Logged

Call Taker: KMC069 - Sergeant Kevin M Cooney
Primary Id: JEL100 - Patrol John E Lynch III
Location/Address: [BUR 684] MICHAELS #8629 - 34 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 47 Patrol John E Lynch III
Vehicle: GRY 2005 JEEP LL LIBERT LIMITE Reg: PC MA 3AYH70 VIN: 1J4GL58K75W690952

Reports she has a flat tire and needs it changed. 47 dispatched. AT&T notified.

MA reg. 3AYH70.

Same assisted by AT&T.

14-22 0321 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Unfounded

Call Taker: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Primary Id: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address: 63 SOUTH AVE
Unit: 44 Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Unit: K9 Patrol Joseph M Papsedero

Security Officer reports a suspicious vehicle.

Units checked the area, unable to locate.

14-23 0352 Radio - Disabled MV Services Rendered

Call Taker: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Location/Address: 207 MIDDLESEX TPKE @ 209 MIDDLESEX TPKE EXT
Unit: K9 Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
**Vehicle**: GRN 2004 600  Reg: CO MA 82485  VIN: 1M2K189C64M024993

**Narrative**: Officer reports DMV (Waste truck). Same is safely on the side of the road and has made arrangements to fix/remove vehicle. Truck is from JRM Recycling and Waste.

**14-24** 0423 911 - Ambulance Request  Transported to Hospital

**Call Taker**: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge  
**Location/Address**: CMCS - 58 BEAVERBROOK RD  
**Unit**: 44 Patrol Michael P Minichiello  
**Unit**: 47 Patrol John E Lynch III  
**Narrative**: Party having difficulty breathing. Same was transported to Lahey Clinic by BFD.

**14-25** 0424 911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up  False Alarm

**Call Taker**: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge  
**Primary Id**: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero  
**Location/Address**: [BUR 953] HYATT HOUSE - 2 VAN DE GRAAFF DR  
**Unit**: K9 Patrol Joseph M Papsedero  
**Narrative**: 911 hang up call.  
Manager reports a guest was trying to arrange a wake up call.  
**Narrative**: Confirmed accidental dial by guest. No emergency exists.

**14-27** 0556 Initiated - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTI No report Due

**Call Taker**: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero  
**Primary Id**: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero  
**Location/Address**: [BUR 1019] 10 NORTH AVE  
**Unit**: K9 Patrol Joseph M Papsedero  
**Vehicle**: WHI 2008 FORD F350  Reg: PC MA 79LN26  VIN: 1FTWW31RX8EC16122  
**Narrative**: Vehicle at rear of building, building under renovation. Made contact with operator, same employed by ceiling repair company and working inside.

**14-28** 0710 911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up  Logged

**Call Taker**: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge  
**Primary Id**: JEL100 - Patrol John E Lynch III  
**Location/Address**: COID = VNAGE - 46 SEVEN SPRINGS LN Apt. #C  
**Unit**: 47 Patrol John E Lynch III  
**Narrative**: 911 hang-up call.  
No one appears to be home. Dispatch made contact again and learned that calling party was currently in another country and misdialed through a VOIP type phone service.

**14-29** 0743 Phone - Ambulance Request  Transported to Hospital

**Call Taker**: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge  
**Primary Id**: JEL100 - Patrol John E Lynch III  
**Location/Address**: 4 SUNNYFIELD AVE  
**Unit**: 47 Patrol John E Lynch III  
**Narrative**: Female having a possible diabetic emergency. Police and Fire dispatched.  
**Narrative**: Patient transported to hospital by BFD ambulance, ALS aboard.
14-30 0750  Phone - ALARM  False Alarm
Call Taker:  JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address:  [BUR 1991] ERLAND CONSTRUCTION - 71 THIRD AVE
Unit:  48  Patrol Kevin J Rogers
Narrative:
Operator Jamie reports front administration door and Main St alarm.

14-31 1035  Phone - PROPERTY - LOST OR FOUND  Logged
Call Taker:  KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Location/Address:  123 WILMINGTON RD
Narrative:
Caller reports he lost his wallet sometime over the past week. Unsure where wallet was lost. Credit cards have already been cancelled and RP just wanted this logged in case someone turns in wallet.

14-32 1048 911 - Ambulance Request  Transported to Hospital
Call Taker:  KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Primary Id:  DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Location/Address:  13 ALMA RD
Unit:  44  Patrol David M McLean, DM
Narrative:
Ambulance request. Fire notified.

14-33 1116  Phone - ALARM  False Alarm
Call Taker:  KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Primary Id:  DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Location/Address:  47 CHANDLER RD
Unit:  44  Patrol David M McLean, DM
Narrative:
Panic alarm. Alarm company spoke with female on scene without the proper pass code.

14-34 1139  Phone - ALARM Logged
Call Taker:  KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Location/Address:  [BUR 2278] PYARA SPA AND SALON - 101 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit:  48  Patrol Kevin J Rogers
Narrative:
360 degree motion alarm. No answer at the premise.

14-35 1352  Walk-In - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER  Logged
Call Taker:  KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Location/Address:  9 PATHWOODS AVE
Unit:  49  Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Narrative:
rp states he is in the middle of a divorce with his wife. he is living here and she is in their Maine home. His family member just passed away and other family is in from out of state for services which will be on Monday 01-05-2014. He wants BPD on notice that she is an alcoholic and threatening to come to the burlington house and cause problems with the visitors.

14-36 1402  Phone - Ambulance Request  Transported to Hospital
Call Taker:  JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Services Rendered</th>
<th>Location/Address</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Narrative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14-38</td>
<td>1608</td>
<td>Phone - Theft Past</td>
<td>Report Due</td>
<td>[BUR 638] MACYS - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>$350 in merchandise stolen, see arrest report.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14-40</td>
<td>1655</td>
<td>Initiated - MV STOP</td>
<td>Citation/Warning Issued</td>
<td>310 CAMBRIDGE ST @ MORAN AVE</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>Verbal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14-41</td>
<td>1727</td>
<td>911 - Ambulance Request</td>
<td>Transported to Hospital</td>
<td>[BUR 649] MARKET BASKET INC. - 43 MIDDLESEX TPKE</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>Employee reports patron passed out.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14-43</td>
<td>1753</td>
<td>Phone - Theft Past</td>
<td>Report Due</td>
<td>[BUR 2202] NORDSTROM - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>RP stated that a male party stole several bottles of perfume and fled the area in MA / 44sb35.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Narrative:
BOLO broadcast on NW Tac.

Narrative:
Unknown amount of men's fragrances stolen. See Officer's report.

Refer To Summons: 14-43-AR
Summons: CAREY, MICHAEL R
Address: 1000 BELMONT ST WATERTOWN, MA
DOB: 04/22/1984
Charges: LARCENY OVER $250

14-44
1756 Phone - ALARM Logged
Call Taker: SCC039 - Patrol Stephen C Cross
Primary Id: RAA078 - Patrol Robert A Aloisi jr
Location/Address: 18 CHESTNUT AVE
Unit: 44 Patrol Robert A Aloisi jr
Unit: 41 Sergeant Kevin M Cooney
Narrative:
Front door burglar alarm.

Narrative:
Appears secure

14-48
1832 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: KMC069 - Sergeant Kevin M Cooney
Primary Id: KMC069 - Sergeant Kevin M Cooney
Vicinity of: 300 CAMBRIDGE ST @ TERRY AVE
Unit: 41 Sergeant Kevin M Cooney
Vehicle: Reg: PC MA 4SY790
Narrative:
Crossing double yellow lines and failure to yield for emergency vehicle.

14-55
1946 Phone - Theft Past No report Due
Call Taker: PTA101 - Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun
Primary Id: KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Location/Address: [BUR 638] MACYS - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 42 Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Narrative:
RP has juvenile shoplifter in custody.

Narrative:
Merchandise recovered by Macy's. Store to seek civil demand fine and summons. Juvenile released to the custody of his parents.

14-58
2040 911 - Gas Leaks / Odor of Gas No report Due
Call Taker: SCC039 - Patrol Stephen C Cross
Primary Id: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Location/Address: 436 ARBORETUM WAY
Unit: 43 Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Narrative:
Res. reports odor of gas in apartment.

Narrative:
FD handled same.

14-59
2042 911 - FIRE Logged
Call Taker: SCC039 - Patrol Stephen C Cross
Primary Id: RAA078 - Patrol Robert A Aloisi jr
Location/Address: 213 FARMS DR
Unit: 44 Patrol Robert A Aloisi jr
Narrative:
Caller reports smoke in apartment, smoke alarm sounding.
Narrative:
FD Handled

14-60  2058  Phone - MV Complaint  Gone on Arrival
Call Taker:  PTA101 - Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun
Primary Id:  KMC069 - Sergeant Kevin M Cooney
Location/Address:  [BUR 1465] SALEM FIVE BANK - 36 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit:  45  Patrol Scott K Lauder
Unit:  41  Sergeant Kevin M Cooney
Narrative:
Caller reports an erratic operator in a white Honda. Same stated that it appeared as though the vehicle had been in an accident.

Narrative:
Checked all area lots and Route 128 both directions. Tire was shredded on side of road by 34 Cambridge Street. No property damage in town.

14-65  2135  911 - Well Being Check  Logged
Call Taker:  SCC039 - Patrol Stephen C Cross
Primary Id:  RAA078 - Patrol Robert A Aloisi jr
Location/Address:  [BUR 1545] BEACON VILLAGE - 26 BEACON ST Apt. #A
Unit:  44  Patrol Robert A Aloisi jr
Unit:  41  Sergeant Kevin M Cooney
Narrative:
Res., 58D Beacon Village requests check on his neighbor in 58A.
Narrative:
Nobody home.

14-63  2136  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:  KMC069 - Sergeant Kevin M Cooney
Primary Id:  KMC069 - Sergeant Kevin M Cooney
Vicinity of:  34 CAMBRIDGE ST
Vehicle:  Reg: PC MA 92JD83
Vehicle:  BRO 2005 CHEV UT EQUINO  Reg:  92JD83  VIN: 2CNDL63F556022212
Vehicle:  BRO 2005 CHEV UT EQUINO  Reg:  92JD83  VIN: 2CNDL63F556022212
Narrative:
Speed violation.

14-92  2314  911 - Ambulance Request  Transferred to Hospital
Call Taker:  SCC039 - Patrol Stephen C Cross
Location/Address:  [BUR 806] STONEBRIDGE AT BURLINGTON - 50 GREENLEAF WAY Apt. #206
Unit:  45  Patrol Scott K Lauder
Narrative:
Employee reports subject with chest pains in room 206.
Narrative:
Transported to Lahey.

For Date: 01/02/2014  -  Thursday

14-94  0045  Phone - ALARM  Building Checked/Secured
Call Taker:  RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Primary Id:  DKH067 - Patrol Daniel K Houston
Location/Address:  [BUR 690] BURTONS GRILL - 43 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit:  44  Patrol Daniel K Houston
Narrative:
Entry exit door alarm.
Narrative:
hand checked doors...checks ok
14-124 0157 Initiated - PARKING Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Primary Id: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Location/Address: 3 SHELDON ST
Unit: 42 Patrol David H Outerbridge
Vehicle: GRY 2000 TOYT 4D CAMRY  Reg: PC MA 842HD9
Narrative:
Winter parking ban citation issued.

14-127 0203 Initiated - PARKING Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Primary Id: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Location/Address: FREEPORT DR
Unit: 42 Patrol David H Outerbridge
Narrative:
Winter parking ban citation issued.

14-131 0217 Initiated - PARKING Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Primary Id: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Location/Address: 2 SPRING VALLEY RD
Unit: 42 Patrol David H Outerbridge
Vehicle: BLK 1996 HOND ACCORD  Reg: PC MA 287MB4 VIN: 1HGCD713XTA015303
Narrative:
Winter parking ban citation issued.

14-134 0236 Initiated - PARKING Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Primary Id: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Location/Address: 20 BLACK HORSE LN
Unit: 42 Patrol David H Outerbridge
Vehicle: BRO 2000 FORD WINDST  Reg: PC MA 1AG440 VIN: 2FMZA5244YBB11917
Narrative:
2 citations issued for winter parking ban violations.

14-135 0246 Phone - ALARM False Alarm
Call Taker: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Primary Id: KMC069 - Sergeant Kevin M Cooney
Location/Address: [BUR 600] LEMON TREE - 211 MIDDLESEX TPKE EXT
Unit: 46 Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Unit: 41 Sergeant Kevin M Cooney
Narrative:
Front area motion alarm.
Narrative:
Building appears secure, no responder.

14-137 0350 Walk-In - REPOSSESSION Logged
Call Taker: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Location/Address: 19 CHESTNUT AVE
Vehicle: WHI 2011 NISS CP VERSA 11411  Reg: PC MA 187MK7  VIN: 3N1BC1CP5BL506561
Narrative:

14-138 0638 911 - MV CRASH WITH INJURIES Services Rendered
Call Taker: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Primary Id: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Location/Address: ROUTE 128 N @ WINN ST
Unit: 47  Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Unit: 44  Patrol Daniel K Houston
Narrative:
MVC unknown injuries. BFD and MSP notified.

Narrative:
Winn St. tow notified.

Narrative:
3 Car MVC. MSP to handle.

14-139 0715 Phone - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER Logged
Call Taker: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Primary Id: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Location/Address: [BUR 1072] WINN STREET SERVICE - 9 WALL ST
Unit: 47  Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Narrative:
Settled same. Party is standing by for a friend.

14-140 0841 Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Services Rendered
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: [BUR 1882] SHELL - 61 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 43  Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Narrative:
RP REPORTS MVC WITH NO PI.

Narrative:
OFFICER ASSISTS OWNERS WITH PAPER EXCHANGE.

14-142 0859 Phone - Theft Past Report Due
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: RJH049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Location/Address: 14 WILLOWOOD ST
Unit: 49  Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Unit: 55  Detective Albert F Gagne
Narrative:
Male party reports money he had in his dresser is missing.

Narrative:
SEE OFFICER REPORT. DET. GAGNE TO INVESTIGATE.

14-143 0904 Phone - Well Being Check Logged
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: [BUR 777] SALANI, SUSAN - 33 WILMINGTON RD
Narrative:
RP REPORTS HIS DAUGHTER IS IN AN ARGUEMENT. CHECKS OK BY PHONE PER MEMO.

14-144 0917 Phone - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address: 64 BLANCHARD RD
Unit: 43  Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Narrative:
Ambulance request.

Narrative:
BURLINGTON FIRE DEPT. ASSISTED SAME

14-145 0923 Phone - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Location/Address: [BUR 806] STONEBRIDGE AT BURLINGTON - 50 GREENLEAF WAY
Unit: 44  Patrol David M McLean, DM
Narrative:
Ambulance request.
Narrative:
Party transported to Lahey by FD

14-146          0934 Phone - MV CRASH UNKNOWN INJURIES Report Due
Call Taker:    GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id:    SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Location/Address: 241 WINN ST
Unit:    45 Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Unit:    48 Patrol Kevin J Rogers
Vehicle:    BLU 2004 JEEP GRACHE LARCOL Reg: PC MA 1MYP80 VIN: 1J4GW48N74C129257
Towed: For: Accident By: Neds Towing To: Neds Towing
Narrative:
MVC.
Narrative:
Ned's dispatched.
Narrative:
Single mv crash involving MA reg. 1MYP80 (blu Jeep Grand cherokee) collided with wooden guard rail by #248 Winn St. (weather related.) see crash report.

14-147          1010 Phone - MV CRASH UNKNOWN INJURIES Services Rendered
Call Taker:    GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: 261 MIDDLESEX TPKE @ 177 BEDFORD ST
Unit:    43 Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Unit:    43 Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Vehicle:        2002 MERZ 4D Reg: PC CT 580XKZ
Narrative:
MVC.
Narrative:
OWNERS HAD ALREADY EXCHANGED PAPERS. CT. REG. 580XKZ TOWED TO NEDS
Narrative:
VEHICLE TOWED.

14-148          1012 Phone - Harrassment Report Due
Call Taker:    AMB066 - Detective Annemarie Browne, A
Primary Id:    AMB066 - Detective Annemarie Browne, A
Location/Address: 9 BARON PARK LN Apt. #5
Unit:    59 Detective Annemarie Browne, A
Narrative:
Reports receiving several harassing text messages from ex-boyfriend.
Narrative:
See Det. Browne's report.

14-151          1139 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Report Due
Call Taker:    GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id:    SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Location/Address: [BUR 1478] BURLINGTON MUNICIPAL CREDIT - 7 BEDFORD ST
Unit:    45 Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Narrative:
Caller reports two males attempting to past bad check.
Narrative:
(SU)'s attempted to cash $2100.00 check, payment stopped / declined. See officers report.
Refer To Summons:      14-151-A-AR
Summons:    MOLLOY, ROBERT M
Address:    1 GARDEN ST WOBURN, MA
DOB:    07/22/1987
Charges:    LARCENY OVER $250
14-151-AR
Summons: DANIELSON, ANTHONY
Address: 117 SPRING CT EXT WOBURN, MA
DOB: 08/02/1991
Charges: LARCENY OVER $250

14-152
1149 Phone - Lockout Services Rendered
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address: 7 BARON PARK LN
Unit: 44 Patrol David M McLean, DM
Unit: 48 Patrol Kevin J Rogers
Unit: 43 Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Vehicle: BLU 2006 NISS SE ALTIMA Reg: PC MA 483LK3 VIN: 1N4AL11D66N308469
Narrative:
MV LOCKOUT ON BLUE NISSAN ALTIMA BETWEEN BUILDING 7 AND 9

14-153
1155 Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Logged
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: WAYSIDE RD @ CAMBRIDGE ST
Vehicle: BLK 2000 ACUR SE 32TL Reg: PC MA 922PK1 VIN: 19UUA5660YA036933
Narrative:
RP REPORT HE HIT AND BROKE A LEFT TURN ONLY SIGN. RP REPORTS NO PI AND NO DAMAGE TO HIS VEHICLE. DPW NOTIFIED.

14-154
1315 Phone - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: 3 MOONEY RD
Unit: 48 Patrol Kevin J Rogers
Narrative:
AMBULANCE REQUEST.

14-155
1358 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Unfounded
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address: [BUR 1321] MCDONALDS RESTAURANT - 55 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 43 Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Narrative:
Male caller reports he had a m/v pull into Mcdonald's because he thought the driver was dk. Ma. 1KZDHo, no matching,

Narrative:
CHECKED AREA, UNABLE TO LOCATE

14-156
1415 Phone - MV CRASH UNKNOWN INJURIES Report Due
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Location/Address: WILMINGTON RD @ 1 LISA ST
Unit: 45 Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Unit: 44 Patrol David M McLean, DM
Vehicle: WHI 2013 KIA SORENT Reg: PC MA 182PS9 VIN: 5XYKWD27DG384468
Towed: For: Accident By: Neds Towing To: Neds Towing
Vehicle: BLK 2004 CADI SRX Reg: PC MA 763LA1 VIN: 1GYEE63A240158015
Towed: For: Accident By: Neds Towing To: Neds Towing
Narrative:
MVC

Narrative:
2 CAR MV CRASH, BOTH MV'S TOWED BY NED'S, SEE CRASH REPORT.

14-157
1429 Phone - Assist P D / L E Agency Services Rendered
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: 13 WINN VALLEY DR
DCF request we send someone to house to check on living conditions of two children ages 10-16.

Officer reports house is messy but access to hallways and doors is accessible. DCF advised.

FIRE NOTIFIED.

Hold up.

Tyco integrated reporting entry door alarm. Mall security notified.

Appears secure.

Caller reports misdialing when attempting to make international call.

FEMALE PATIENT TRANSPORTED FROM THE PARKING LOT INTO EMERGENCY ROOM BY BURLINGTON FIRE DEPT.

Caller requests assistance in moving TT unit along. Operator of same not responding to Security knocking on door of sleeper cab.

There are no occupants in the truck.
14-169

**1725** Phone - **THREATS PAST / PROGRESS** No report Due

**Call Taker:** RAA078 - Patrol Robert A Aloisi Jr
**Primary Id:** JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
**Location/Address:** [BUR 1485] SHELL - 140 CAMBRIDGE ST
**Unit:** 46 Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun
**Unit:** 45 Patrol James P Hanafin, J

**Narrative:**
RP states he has been threatened by a new employee he is training. Would like same removed.

**Narrative:**
No actual threats made. Same was a clash of personalities. Spoke to the manager who requested we sent the trainee home for the night, and they would deal with the issue internally tomorrow.

14-170

**1743** Phone - **ALARM** False Alarm

**Call Taker:** TMC104 - Patrol Thomas M Carlson
**Primary Id:** HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
**Location/Address:** [BUR 712] MENS WAREHOUSE AND TUX - 64 MIDDLESEX TPKE
**Unit:** 43 Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr

**Narrative:**
Caller reports front door alarm. Unable to reach anyone at store, or a responder.

**Narrative:**
Front door secure, locked, no one on premis.

14-171

**1832** Phone - **ALARM** False Alarm

**Call Taker:** RAA078 - Patrol Robert A Aloisi Jr
**Primary Id:** HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
**Location/Address:** [BUR 984] TERATECH CORPORATION - 77 TERRACE HALL AVE
**Unit:** 43 Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr

**Narrative:**
ADT Reporting front door motion

**Narrative:**
Appears secure, no one on site.

14-172

**2043** Phone - **Ambulance Request** Logged

**Call Taker:** TMC104 - Patrol Thomas M Carlson
**Primary Id:** SKL110 - Patrol Scott K Lauder
**Location/Address:** 26 DANIEL DR
**Unit:** 44 Patrol Scott K Lauder

**Narrative:**
Caller requests ambulance, fd notified.

**Narrative:**
Patient refusal.

14-173

**2103** Phone - **Ambulance Request** Transported to Hospital

**Call Taker:** RAA078 - Patrol Robert A Aloisi Jr
**Primary Id:** SKL110 - Patrol Scott K Lauder
**Location/Address:** [BUR 1093] MARRIOTT HOTEL - 1 MALL RD
**Unit:** 44 Patrol Scott K Lauder

**Narrative:**
FD Disp

**Narrative:**
Female party transported to Lahey by BFD.

14-175

**2133** Phone - **ALARM** Logged

**Call Taker:** RAA078 - Patrol Robert A Aloisi Jr
**Location/Address:** [BUR 2265] BURLINGTON SCUBA - 189 CAMBRIDGE ST
**Unit:** 46 Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun
### Narrative:
- Patterson alarm reporting front door alarm
- Appears secure

### 14-176 2150 911 - Ambulance Request Services Rendered
- **Call Taker:** TMC104 - Patrol Thomas M Carlson
- **Primary Id:** JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
- **Location/Address:** 15 BIRCHCREST ST Apt. #215
- **Unit:** 45 Patrol James P Hanafin, J
- **Narrative:**
  - Caller requests ambulance
- **Narrative:**
  - Elderly male fell off his bed. FD assisted same.

### For Date: 01/03/2014 - Friday

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>14-204</th>
<th>0108 911 - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Call Taker:</strong></td>
<td>RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Primary Id:</strong></td>
<td>LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Location/Address:</strong></td>
<td>21 SOUTH BEDFORD ST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Unit:</strong></td>
<td>46 Patrol Lyn M Reynolds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Narrative:</strong></td>
<td>Ambulance request, BFD notified.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Narrative:</strong></td>
<td>Fire Dept to handle</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>14-209</th>
<th>0328 Phone - Sudden Death No report Due</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Call Taker:</strong></td>
<td>RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Primary Id:</strong></td>
<td>SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Location/Address:</strong></td>
<td>10 DERRYFIELD AVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Unit:</strong></td>
<td>41 Patrol Sage A Costa, S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Unit:</strong></td>
<td>40 Sergeant Daniel J Hanafin, D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Narrative:</strong></td>
<td>Report of a sudden death. BFD notified.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Narrative:</strong></td>
<td>M/E notified.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Narrative:</strong></td>
<td>All notifications made.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Narrative:</strong></td>
<td>Funeral home arrived, and check list complete.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>14-210</th>
<th>0542 911 - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Call Taker:</strong></td>
<td>RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Primary Id:</strong></td>
<td>DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Location/Address:</strong></td>
<td>[BUR 2017] 19 ELLEN RD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Unit:</strong></td>
<td>62 Patrol David H Outerbridge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Narrative:</strong></td>
<td>Ambulance request, BFD notified.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Narrative:</strong></td>
<td>Fire to handle same.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>14-211</th>
<th>0611 911 - Ambulance Request Logged</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Call Taker:</strong></td>
<td>RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Location/Address:</strong></td>
<td>31 FAIRFAX ST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Narrative:</strong></td>
<td>Ambulance request, BFD handled same.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
14-212 0743 Phone - ROAD HAZARD Logged
Call Taker: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Location/Address: 241 MIDDLESEX TPKE @ 1 DANIEL DR
Narrative:
Report of a sewer cover dislodged. DPW notified.

14-214 0809 Phone - ALARM Services Rendered
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: [BUR 101] BARNES & NOBLE - 98 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 46 Detective Albert F Gagne
Narrative:
left motion alarm.

14-216 0815 Phone - MV Complaint No report Due
Call Taker: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address: 1 BEDFORD ST @ CAMBRIDGE ST
Narrative:
Caller reports M/V all over the road.

14-215 0816 Phone - ALARM Services Rendered
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: [BUR 702] MOBIL OIL SERVICE STATION - 50 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 49 Patrol David M McLean, DM
Unit: 46 Detective Albert F Gagne
Narrative:
Left door alarm.

14-217 0839 Phone - Disabled MV Logged
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address: WILMINGTON RD
Unit: 44 Patrol Keith D Sheppard
Vehicle: GRY 2013 HOND CP ACCORD CT1B8D Reg: PC MA 77PL77 VIN: 1HGCT1B83DA019186
Narrative:
DMV.

14-218 0949 Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Report Due
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: AFG075 - Detective Albert F Gagne
Location/Address: WAYSIDE RD @ CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 46 Detective Albert F Gagne
Narrative:
MVC.

Narrative:
One car m/v crash. Massachusetts registration 453FH7 struck the traffic light at Wayside Road & Cambridge Street, see accident report. The pedestrian traffic light was knocked down from the impact of the accident.

14-219 1005 Phone - ALARM No report Due
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: [BUR 112] HERB CHAMBERS AUDI OF BURLINGTON - 62 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 49 Patrol David M McLean, DM
Narrative:
Night drop zone.
Narrative:
accidental.

14-220 1009 Phone - ALARM No report Due
14-221

1044 Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Gone on Arrival

14-222

1115 Phone - ALARM No report Due

14-223

1147 Phone - Ambulance Request Services Rendered

14-224

1151 Phone - Domestic In Progress No report Due

14-225

1200 Phone - ALARM Services Rendered

14-226

1225 Phone - Lockout Services Rendered
Vehicle: BLK 2005 FORD ESCAPE Reg: PC MA 53FE54 VIN: 1FMYU93155KD63837

Narrative:
Call reports a MV lockout.

Narrative:
assisted same

Narrative:
Assisted 53FE54/MA

**14-227 1230 Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Report Due**

Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: AFG075 - Detective Albert F Gagne
Location/Address: [BUR 1485] SHELL - 140 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 46 Detective Albert F Gagne

Narrative:
Caller reports MVC does not appear to by any injuries.

Narrative:
Officer reports m/v/c between Massachusetts registration 452EO5 & Massachusetts registration 913AN6, see officers crash report.

**14-228 1250 911 - Ambulance Request Transferred to Hospital**

Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: FARMS DR Apt. #121

Narrative:
Caller requests an ambulance. FD notified, no cars available at this time to dispatch.

**14-229 1323 Initiated - MV Complaint Logged**

Call Taker: BXS062 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Location/Address: 104 LOCUST ST
Unit: 62 Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti

Narrative:
Caller reports speedings cars a problem when she tries to retrieve her mail across the street.

Narrative:
Extra patrols requested.

**14-230 1348 911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Logged**

Call Taker: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address: [BUR 2238] CVS - 242 CAMBRIDGE ST

Narrative:
Received 911 hang up, on call back checks ok.

**14-231 1402 Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES No report Due**

Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: AFG075 - Detective Albert F Gagne
Location/Address: 20 LEXINGTON ST @ OLD COLONY RD
Unit: 46 Detective Albert F Gagne

Narrative:
MVC.

Narrative:
Officer reports m/v slid off the road, same knocked down the cross walk sign, DPW notified.

**14-232 1408 Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Services Rendered**

Call Taker: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address: [BUR 1993] DPW - 1 MEADOW RD
Unit: 48 Patrol Kevin J Rogers

Narrative:
Caller reports mvc into guardrail. MV then left leaving bumper and license plate behind.
14-233
1419 Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Services Rendered
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: LEXINGTON ST @ 19 BEDFORD ST
Unit: 46 Detective Albert F Gagne
Narrative:
MVC.

14-234
1424 Initiated - MV STOP No report Due
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: BXS062 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Location/Address: BIRCHCREST ST
Unit: 62 Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Vehicle: GRY 2009 HOND SE ACCORD CP2549 Reg: PC MA 53GR75 VIN: 1HGCP254X9A103533
Narrative:
plate covered by snow.
Narrative:
MA reg 53GR75 stopped and operator advised to clear lights and windows.

14-235
1428 Walk-In - THEFT PAST Report Due
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: AFG075 - Detective Albert F Gagne
Location/Address: 90 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 46 Detective Albert F Gagne
Narrative:
Male party reports someone stole his credit card while on a job site.
Narrative:
See officers report.

14-236
1535 Phone - MV Complaint Gone on Arrival
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address: MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 46 Detective Albert F Gagne
Narrative:
Caller reports M/V speeding on middlesex tp.
Narrative:
gone on arrival.

14-237
1557 Phone - ALARM Building Checked/Secured
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address: [BUR 686] BURLINGTON AUTO SERVICE INC - 66 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 47 Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Narrative:
ASG Alarm reports alarm sounding at 66 Middlesex Tp, Midas Muffler. Disp.unit to area
Narrative:
All exterior doors and windows appear secure. No sign of movement in the business.

14-238
1600 Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Services Rendered
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: [BUR 101] BARNES & NOBLE - 98 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 64 Patrol William F Trelegan
Unit: 45 Patrol Scott K Lauder
Vehicle: RED 2011 2D FRT Reg: NY FBB2515 VIN: KNAFW6A32B5367232
Vehicle: WHI 2011 BMW SE 328XI Reg: PC MA 648LL7 VIN: WBAPK7C56BA773249
Narrative:
14-239  1620  Phone - ALARM  Unfounded
Call Taker:  GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address:  [BUR 686] BURLINGTON AUTO SERVICE INC - 66 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit:  44  Patrol Matthew W Creamer
Narrative:  Work room motion.

14-240  1623  Phone - PROPERTY - LOST OR FOUND  Logged
Call Taker:  GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address:  [BUR 1102] SIMONDS PARK - 16 BEDFORD ST
Narrative:  Male reports he lost his wallet while sledding at the park.

14-241  1630  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:  WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id:  WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address:  [BUR 1286] GRAND WIRELESS - 64 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit:  64  Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle:  BLK 2012 FORD LL ESCAPE  Reg: PC MA 1JCK90  VIN: 1FMCU9DG0CKB15361
Towed:  For: Hazard By: Neds Towing To: Neds Towing
Narrative:  CITATION ISSUED FOR OPERATING AN UNREGISTERED MOTOR VEHICLE. VEHICLE TOWED TO OPERATOR'S HOME.

14-246  1709  Phone - MV CRASH UNKNOWN INJURIES  Gone on Arrival
Call Taker:  CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id:  CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address:  59 CAMBRIDGE ST @ MALL RD
Unit:  44  Patrol Matthew W Creamer
Narrative:  Caller reports mvc in the area of Cambridge St and Mall Rd. Disp.unit to area
Narrative:  Same is GOA.

14-247  1711  Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES  Unfounded
Call Taker:  CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id:  CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address:  ROUTE 128 S @ WINN ST
Unit:  47  Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Narrative:  Caller reports motor vehicle in the snowbank off ramp of 128s onto Winn St. Disp. unit to area
Narrative:  searched the reported area and was unable to find any accident. Gone on arrival.

14-248  1715  Phone - Well Being Check  Logged
Call Taker:  GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id:  SKL110 - Patrol Scott K Lauder
Location/Address:  WILMINGTON RD @ PROUTY RD
Unit:  64  Patrol William F Trelegan
Unit:  45  Patrol Scott K Lauder
Caller reports plow driver is on the horn of his truck with the break lights on.

Unable to locate any vehicles matching description given.

Josh from Kohl Loss prevention reports a manager was threatened yesterday and would like to report same. Disp.unit to area

Spoke to LP and manager. Same wanted to know options for an employee's father who spoke to store manager in an aggressive manner on 1/2/14. Advised of options and store to handle internally. LP will be trespassing individual once they've gathered all information from employee.

MVC.

Ambulance request.

Called off by dispatch. Woburn FD on scene and to handle.

Tyco Alarm reports alarm sounding at 25 Mall Rd company name Cave N Dish. Disp.unit to area

Exterior doors check secure, cleaners in the building.
ADT Alarm reports alarm sounding at 18 Chestnut Street. Disp. Unit to area

Narrative:

All appears secure.

14-254  1824  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued

Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: 128 MIDDLESEX TPKE @ 112 MALL RD
Unit: 64 Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle: BRO 2011 JEEP UT GRAND Reg: PC MA 454SH4 VIN: 1J4RR4GG7BC557720
Narrative:

CITATION ISSUED FOR U-TURN VIOLATION. WARNING ISSUED FOR UNLICENSED OPERATION. LICENSED OPERATOR TOOK CONTROL OF VEHICLE.

14-255  1903  Phone - Assist P D / L E Agency  No report Due

Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address: [BIL] BOSTON RD @ HARNDEN RD
Unit: 47 Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Narrative:

Billerica PD requests our assistance with a minor MVC. Billerica reportedly has no cars available at this time.

Narrative:

No injuries reported, tow truck on scene upon my arrival. Billerica PD responded and to handle.

14-257  1947  Phone - Ambulance Request  Logged

Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id: SKL110 - Patrol Scott K Lauder
Location/Address: [BUR 1906] CHEESECAKE FACTORY - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 45 Patrol Scott K Lauder
Unit: 41 Sergeant David H H McLean, DH
Narrative:

Employee reports a male patron passed out and is having difficulty breathing.

Narrative:

Patient refusal.

14-259  2003  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued

Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id: DHM073 - Sergeant David H H McLean, DH
Location/Address: [BUR 1856] ISLAMIC CENTER - 130 LEXINGTON ST
Vehicle: Reg: PC MA 3HPN30
Narrative:

MV stop

Narrative:

Warning issued

14-260  2005  Phone - Disabled MV  Unfounded

Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: 185 FOX HILL RD
Unit: 47 Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Narrative:

DMV.

Narrative:

Vehicle was gone on arrival.

14-262  2017  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: 320 CAMBRIDGE ST @ SKILTON LN
Unit: 64  Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle: GRY 2008 HOND SE CIVIC  Reg: PC MA 1583FB  VIN: 2HGFA16568H328824
Towed: For: Hazard By: Neds Towing To: owners own request
Narrative: CITATION ISSUED FOR RED LIGHT VIOLATION AND UNLICENSED OPERATION OF A MOTOR VEHICLE. VEHICLE TOWED TO RESIDENCE PER OWNERS REQUEST.

14-263  2018  Phone - Lockout  False Alarm
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative: Lock out.

14-264  2018  911 - Domestic In Progress  Report Due
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Location/Address: 29 HUMBOLDT AVE
Unit: 45  Patrol Scott K Lauder
Unit: 44  Patrol Matthew W Creamer
Unit: 41  Sergeant David H H McLean, DH
Narrative: Caller report ongoing domestic same verbal at this time. Disp.unit to area
Narrative: Verbal domestic. Advised all parties of their 209A rights. See report.

14-265  2023  Phone - Ambulance Request  Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: 4 ELLEN RD
Unit: 47  Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Narrative: Ambulance regest.
Narrative: One female party transported to hospital by BFD.

14-266  2032  911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up  Logged
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Location/Address: INFOGROUP - 20 MALL RD
Unit: 45  Patrol Scott K Lauder
Narrative: 911 hang up from 20 Mall Road Infogroup. Disp.unit to area
Narrative: Exterior doors are locked. Unable to check suite. No vehicles in parking lot.

14-267  2049  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address: [BUR 834] PRINTING PLACE, THE - 209 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 47  Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Vehicle: WHI 2011 HOND SE ACCORD EXL  Reg: PC MA 366KA3  VIN: 1HGCP2F89BA095013
Narrative: Verbal warning issued.

14-269  2105  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Citation issued.

14-270          2110 Phone - Disabled MV        Logged
Call Taker:    GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id:    SKL110 - Patrol Scott K Lauder
Location/Address:    ROUTE 128 N @ CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit:    45  Patrol Scott K Lauder
Narrative:  DMV on ramp.
            All ramps are clear, unable to locate.

14-284          2210 Phone - Well Being Check        No report Due
Call Taker:    GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id:    MWC105 - Patrol Matthew W Creamer
Location/Address:    5 HALLMARK GDNS Apt. #9
Unit:    44  Patrol Matthew W Creamer
Unit:    45  Patrol Scott K Lauder
Narrative:  Neighbor reports open door.
            Conducted a walk through of the apartment, checks ok. Same
            appears to have been an oversight.

14-298          2237 Phone - Ambulance Request        No report Due
Call Taker:    GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id:    MWC105 - Patrol Matthew W Creamer
Location/Address:    119 FRANCIS WYMAN RD
Unit:    44  Patrol Matthew W Creamer
Narrative:  Ambulance request.
            PT refused transport.

For Date: 01/04/2014 - Saturday

14-311          0025 Phone - ALARM Services Rendered
Call Taker:    VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Primary Id:    VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address:    15 EVELYN ST
Narrative:  Party reports her fire alarm is continuously going off with
            no signs of smoke or fire.
            Party transferred to BFD and advised the resident needs a new
            battery or detector.

14-317          0112 Phone - ALARM Unfounded
Call Taker:    VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Primary Id:    JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address:    [BUR 1095] FRANCIS WYMAN SCHOOL - 41 TERRACE HALL AVE
Unit:    K9  Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Narrative:  C wing Motion.
            Building secure, no signs of entry. Dispatch advises no
            responder.
14-329 0242 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Logged
Call Taker: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Primary Id: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address: ERLAND CONSTRUCTION SITE - 122 MIDDLESEX TPKE @ 1 THIRD AVE
Unit: K9 Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Unit: 44 Patrol Daniel K Houston
Vehicle: GRY 2007 NISS LL PATHFNDR Reg: PC NH 1419198 VIN: 5N1AR18W77C617408
Narrative:
Officer reports an open gate and hearing machine noise coming from construction area.

Narrative:
Gates appear to have been open for numerous days. Area checks ok.

Susp person observed near the Electrical Supply Building. Party logged and is beginning his shift.

Narrative:
Found gate on Third Ave unsecured/ajar. No signs of tampering with lock or chain, appears it had not been secured. Three generators running inside work area. Checked inner perimeter of site on foot, found wide open/unsecured gate at Candlewood Suites access road. Same had been open since before recent snowfall. No evidence of entry into site.

14-335 0337 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Primary Id: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address: [BUR 2093] TRAPEZE SOFTWARE - 155 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: K9 Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Vehicle: BLU 2004 SUBA 4D IMPREZ Reg: PC ME 4455NS VIN: JF1GG65564H820355
Narrative:
Warning issued for headlight violation.

14-336 0341 Phone - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER Logged
Call Taker: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Primary Id: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address: [WOB] 171 OLD CAMBRIDGE RD
Narrative:
911 call transferred from Woburn PD.

RP indicated he was abused by Lahey Clinic and contacted the local media outlets. Spoke to Woburn PD and advised address is a half way house in their town.

RP advised to contact 911 if he has a medical emergency.

14-338 0449 Phone - ALARM Unfounded
Call Taker: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Primary Id: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address: COSMAN MEDICAL INC - 78 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 47 Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Unit: K9 Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Unit: 47 Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Narrative:
Office burglary motion

Narrative:
Building secure, no signs of entry. Dispatch advises no responder available.

14-339 0641 Phone - ALARM False Alarm
Call Taker: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Primary Id: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address: [BUR 898] SEARS - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative:
Dock motion. Mall Security notified.

Narrative:
Security reports no activity. False alarm

14-340 0850 Phone - Water Leaks Logged
Call Taker: TMC104 - Patrol Thomas M Carlson
Location/Address: 5 LUCAYA CIR
Narrative:
Caller reports no water in home. Chuck Woods from Water Dept. notified and will address.

14-341 0854 Phone - ALARM No report Due
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address: [BUR 712] MENS WAREHOUSE AND TUX - 64 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 42 Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Narrative:
Front door alarm.

14-342 0903 Phone - MALICIOUS DAMAGE / VANDAL Report Due
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address: 152 MILL ST
Unit: 44 Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative:
Mailbox struck by a M/V.

Narrative:
mailbox damaged overnight valued at $200.00 see report

14-343 0905 Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Report Due
Call Taker: TMC104 - Patrol Thomas M Carlson
Primary Id: KDS079 - Patrol Keith D Sheppard
Location/Address: WINN ST @ 290 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 43 Patrol Keith D Sheppard
Vehicle: WHI 2013 TRACK CONSTR Reg: CO MA M88871 VIN: MT61688
Narrative:
Caller reports two car crash with no injuries.

Narrative:
mvc between 776NWE/MA and M88871/MA OFF. no injuries reported. Assisted both parties with information. See off Sheppard's report.

14-344 0931 911 - Water Leaks No report Due
Call Taker: TMC104 - Patrol Thomas M Carlson
Primary Id: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address: [BUR 746] THE PAPER STORE - 43 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 42 Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Narrative:
Caller reports burst water pipe leaking onto electrical panel. FD notified.

Narrative:
Fire Dept to handle same.

14-345 0957 Phone - Water Leaks Logged
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: 21 LEROY DR
Frozen water pipes. Water Dept. notified.

14-347 1104 Phone - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address: [BUR 2284] LAHEY CLINIC - 31 MALL RD
Unit: 44 Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative: Ambulance request.

14-348 1112 Walk-In - Mv B & E Report Due
Call Taker: TMC104 - Patrol Thomas M Carlson
Primary Id: TMC104 - Patrol Thomas M Carlson
Location/Address: [BUR 179] BURLINGTON ICE PALACE - 36 RAY AVE
Unit: DESK Patrol Thomas M Carlson
Vehicle: BLK 2012 CHEV AVALAN K10936 Reg: PC MA US1953 VIN: 3GNTKGE71CG279486
Narrative: Caller reports vehicle broken into at the Ice Palace between 0800 and 0900 this morning. See Officer's report.

14-349 1123 Phone - Disabled MV Services Rendered
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: 1 HOLLY ST
Unit: 44 Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative: Caller reports DMV.

14-350 1157 911 - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Services Rendered
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 45 Patrol David H Outerbridge
Vehicle: Reg: PC MA 1075TT
Vehicle: BLU 2005 DODG SE STRATU Reg: PC MA 1075TT VIN: 1B3EL46J65N671558
Vehicle: Reg: PC MA 11HV93
Vehicle: BLK 2013 VOLV UT XC60 Reg: PC MA 11HV93 VIN: YV4902DZ3D2385265
Narrative: Caller states mvc without injuries at Mall entrance on Middlesex TP

14-351 1315 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Unfounded
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: [BUR 1882] SHELL - 61 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 45 Patrol David H Outerbridge
Narrative: Caller reports possible DK NH. 3418293

14-352 1325 Phone - Disabled MV Vehicle Towed
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Location/Address: BLANCHARD RD @ MULLER RD
Unit: 45 Patrol David H Outerbridge
Narrative: Vehicle lost control on snow covered roadway and ran off the road. Vehicle got stuck in snowbank. Ned's Towing dispatched, pulled vehicle out of snowbank, and towed it.

14-353 1429 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Services Rendered
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Location/Address: [BUR 957] SUPERCUTS - 112 MALL RD
Unit: 43 Patrol Keith D Sheppard
Unit: 45 Patrol David H Outerbridge
Narrative: Male party reports someone yelled at him and left area.
Narrative: Male party stated someone yelled at him over his driving. Other party left the area prior to police arrival.

14-354 1436 Phone - Lockout Services Rendered
Call Taker: TMC104 - Patrol Thomas M Carlson
Primary Id: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Location/Address: [BUR 1375] BURLINGTON MALL - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 45 Patrol David H Outerbridge
Vehicle: BLK 1999 VOLV SE S80  Reg: PC MA 4156YB  VIN: YV1TS97D5X1063016
Narrative: Caller requests assistance with a lock out.

14-355 1517 Phone - MV CRASH UNKNOWN INJURIES Vehicle Towed
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Location/Address: ROUTE 3 N S @ ROUTE 128 N
Unit: 45 Patrol David H Outerbridge
Unit: 43 Patrol Keith D Sheppard
Vehicle: BLU 2003 JEEP LIBERT LIMITE  Reg: PC MA 5029EV  VIN: 1J8GL58K03W606997
Narrative: State Police reports a roll over crash. BFD dispatched.

14-356 1544 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: SOUTH AVE
Unit: DESK Patrol Thomas M Carlson
Unit: 43 Patrol Keith D Sheppard
Vehicle: Reg: PC MA 489VR6

14-357 1600 Initiated - ROAD HAZARD Services Rendered
Call Taker: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Primary Id: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Location/Address: ROUTE 3 N
Unit: 45 Patrol David H Outerbridge
Narrative: Trash bag left on highway. Same removed.

14-358 1605 Phone - ALARM Services Rendered
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: [BUR 1020] BONEFISH GRILL - 4 WAYSIDE RD Apt. #A
Unit: 47 Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Narrative:
hold up alarm.

Narrative:
Checks ok.

14-361 1648 Phone - Lockout Services Rendered
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address: [BUR 2154] THE CAPITAL GRILLE - 10 WAYSIDE RD
Unit: 47 Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Vehicle: BLU 1998 LINC SE CONTIN Reg: PC MA 489GZ7 VIN: 1LNFM97V1WY676919
Narrative:
Caller requests assistance for Motor Vehicle lockout.
Disp.unit to area

14-362 1658 Phone - ALARM No report Due
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: MWC105 - Patrol Matthew W Creamer
Location/Address: [BUR 1125] BURLINGTON PLAYERS THEATRE - 1 EDGEMERE AVE
Unit: 45 Patrol Scott K Lauder
Unit: 44 Patrol Matthew W Creamer
Narrative:
Area appears secure.

14-363 1746 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: PTA101 - Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun
Location/Address: [BUR 252] CENTURY BANK & TRUST CO - 134 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 46 Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun
Vehicle: GRY 2003 FORD EXPL Reg: PC MA 1KXF60 VIN: 1FMZU75W93UA11802
Narrative:
Citation issued

14-364 1747 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: SKL110 - Patrol Scott K Lauder
Location/Address: [BUR 898] SEARS - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 45 Patrol Scott K Lauder
Vehicle: GRN 1996 TOYT SE CAMRY USDXLE Reg: PC MA 38ZA46 VIN: 4T1BG12K9TU830803
Narrative:
Verbal warning issued.

14-365 1807 Initiated - PARKING Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: SKL110 - Patrol Scott K Lauder
Primary Id: SKL110 - Patrol Scott K Lauder
Location/Address: [BUR 1375] BURLINGTON MALL - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 45 Patrol Scott K Lauder
Vehicle: RED 2013 HOND SE CIVIC FB2F5D Reg: PC MA 399YA5 VIN: 2HGFB2F54DH535953
Narrative:
1 parking citation issued.

14-366 1851 Phone - ALARM Services Rendered
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: [BUR 2166] KIMBALL TOWERS - 8 KIMBALL CT
Unit: 44 Patrol Matthew W Creamer
Narrative:
RP states there is an alarm sounding and the 5th floor is flooding with water.
Narrative:
Fire to handle.

14-379
2137
Phone - DISTURBANCE
Report Due
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address: 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 47 Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Unit: 46 Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun
Narrative:
See Officer's report.

For Date: 01/05/2014 - Sunday

14-420
0116
Phone - ALARM
Unfounded
Call Taker: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Primary Id: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address: [BUR 887] SEASONS 52 - 6 WAYSIDE RD
Unit: K9 Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Narrative:
Front door alarm.
Narrative:
Front door secure, no signs of entry. Observed snow removal operations in parking lot underway, several pieces of equipment and trucks.

14-422
0125
Initiated - MV STOP
Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Primary Id: SCC039 - Patrol Stephen C Cross
Location/Address: NELSON RD
Unit: 47 Patrol Stephen C Cross
Vehicle: WHI 2010 TOYT CP YARIS Reg: PC MA 7EA460 VIN: JTDJT4K32A5303473

14-424
0131
Initiated - MV STOP
Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Primary Id: MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Location/Address: 59 CAMBRIDGE ST @ MALL RD
Unit: 44 Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Vehicle: Reg: PC TX MWJ140
Narrative:
Citation issued.

14-426
0150
Initiated - MV STOP
Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Primary Id: SCC039 - Patrol Stephen C Cross
Location/Address: PROUTY RD @ 49 HARVARD AVE
Unit: 47 Patrol Stephen C Cross
Vehicle: WHI 2012 KIA SE OPTIMA Z5262 Reg: PC MA 832VT9 VIN: KNAGM4AD3C5020310

14-429
0216
Phone - Disabled MV
No report Due
Call Taker: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Location/Address: WINN ST @ ROUTE 128 N
Unit: 47 Patrol Stephen C Cross
Unit: 44 Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Vehicle: GRN 1994 HOND SE ACCORD Reg: PC MA 4HSW70 VIN: 1HGCD5651RA077745
Narrative:
Report of a vehicle pulled off to the side of the road.
Narrative:
Same MA 4HSW70. Operator waiting for AAA. Checks ok, vehicle not in hazardous location.

14-434
0900
Initiated - MV STOP
Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
CITATION ISSUED FOR SPEED BY LIDAR.

14-435 0924 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: [BUR 199] SHELL - 198 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 64 Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle: RED 2004 HOND SE ACCORD Reg: PC MA 831VIT VIN: 1HGCM66394A010307
Narrative:
CITATION ISSUED FOR SPEED BY LIDAR.

14-436 0945 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: 310 CAMBRIDGE ST @ MORAN AVE
Unit: 64 Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle: GRY 2008 TOYT UT HIGHLA Reg: PC MA 3377LT VIN: JTEES43A082087812
Narrative:
CITATION ISSUED FOR SPEED BY LIDAR.

14-437 0957 Phone - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: 11 ALGONQUIN DR
Unit: 48 Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Narrative:
Ambulance request.

14-438 1001 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: 284 CAMBRIDGE ST @ CHURCH LN
Unit: 64 Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle: GRY 2005 CHEV UT TRAILB Reg: PC MA RS88LX VIN: 1GNET16S856147139
Narrative:
CITATION ISSUED FOR INSPECTION STICKER VIOLATION.

14-439 1019 Phone - ALARM No report Due
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: [BUR 1095] FRANCIS WYMAN SCHOOL - 41 TERRACE HALL AVE
Unit: 48 Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Unit: 49 Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Unit: 48 Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Narrative:
Front door motion.
checks ok

14-441 1049 Phone - Ambulance Request No report Due
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: [BUR 673] TOWARD INDIVIDUAL LIVING/LEARNING - 3 SANDY BROOK RD
Unit: 49 Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Narrative:
Ambulance request.
Medical refusal.

14-442 1124 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
14-444
1134 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: [BUR 1102] SIMONDS PARK - 16 BEDFORD ST
Unit: 64 Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle: BLK 2004 DODG VN CARAVA Reg: PC MA 6920TY VIN: 1D4GP45R04B565841
Narrative:
CITATION ISSUED FOR INSPECTION STICKER VIOLATION AND NO REGISTRATION IN POSSESSION.

14-445
1143 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: [BUR 158] BURLINGTON AUTO SUPPLY - 207 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 64 Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle: BLK 2012 KIA SE OPTIMA Reg: PC MA 596GJ9 VIN: 5XXGM4A7XC071392
Narrative:
WARNING ISSUED FOR INSPECTION STICKER VIOLATION.

14-446
1144 Phone - ALARM Logged
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: [BUR 2154] THE CAPITAL GRILLE - 10 WAYSIDE RD
Unit: 48 Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Narrative:
Hold up alarm.
Narrative:
same off accidenly - checks okay

14-447
1317 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: 121 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 64 Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle: GRY 2011 JEEP HB COMPAS Reg: PC MA 127PX8 VIN: 1J4NF1FB7BD251915
Narrative:
CITATION ISSUED FOR INSPECTION STICKER VIOLATION.

14-448
1335 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: 128 MIDDLESEX TPKE @ 112 MALL RD
Unit: 64 Patrol William F Trelegan
Narrative:
CITATION ISSUED FOR RED LIGHT VIOLATION.

14-449
1337 911 - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Arrest(s) Made
Call Taker: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Primary Id: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address: (N SECTOR) (cell: 12 WALTHAM) - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 45 Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Unit: 44 Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Unit: 64 Patrol William F Trelegan
Unit: 45 Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Vehicle: WHI 2008 FORD SE CROVIC Reg: MA TA2D063 VIN: 2FAP71V78X179245
Narrative:
cambridge cab driver reports having a problem with a
customer in the back of his cab parked outside uno pizza

Narrative:
Fire Disp. to location.

Narrative:
INTOXICATED PARTY PASSED OUT IN CAB. PARTY WAS DRIVEN FROM ALWIFE STATION ON THE WAY TO BEDFORD. PARTY WAS INTOXICATED AND DID NOT HAVE MONEY TO PAY THE $60 FARE.

Narrative:
Male party was placed into protective custody. See Officer's report.

Refer To Arrest: 14-449-AR
Arrest: OLSON, ANDREW OLIVER
Address: 184 WHITWELL ST QUINCY, MA
DOB: 01/25/1981
Charges: PROTECTIVE CUSTODY

14-452
1356 Walk-In - PROPERTY - LOST OR FOUND Logged
Call Taker: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address: [BUR 217] PANDORA - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 49 Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Narrative:
RP states she purchased a 35.00 ring at the pandora store. She placed the ring in her pocketbook and left the store. She then visited several other stores. After an hour and half in the mall she realized the ring was missing from her pocketbook.

14-451
1359 Phone - WARRANT ARREST Arrest(s) Made
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: GAM072 - Lieutenant Glen A Mills
Location/Address: 45 CENTER ST
Unit: 40 Lieutenant Glen A Mills
Narrative:
Warrant arrest.

Refer To Arrest: 14-451-AR
Arrest: CORDEIRO, JOSEPH FRANCIS
Address: 1 CRANFORD RD BURLINGTON, MA
DOB: 08/17/1984
Charges: WARRANT ARREST (OTHER AGENCY)

14-453
1413 Phone - SHOPLIFTING / RETAIL Report Due
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address: [BUR 2193] ABERCROMBIE & FITCH KIDS - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 45 Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Unit: 44 Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Unit: 49 Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Unit: 64 Patrol William F Trelegan
Narrative:
Manager reports two B/F with two small children and an empty baby stroller took items from the store.

Narrative:
Two females left prior to my arrival. Stole $300. in clothing. See report

14-456
1606 Phone - DISTURBANCE No report Due
Call Taker: RAA078 - Patrol Robert A Aloisi jr
Primary Id: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Location/Address: 29A WINN ST
Unit: 47 Patrol John R Thompson
Unit: 44 Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Narrative:
RP states an ex employee wont leave the store and is causing a disturbance
Same was an argument over a final pay check for the ex-
employee. Issue was resolved and subject left the store.
Management was advised of the trespass proto call if the
employee were to return.

14-457          1644 Phone - Ambulance Request       Logged
Call Taker:    TMC104 - Patrol Thomas M Carlson
Primary Id:    KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Location/Address:    [BUR 1889] SUNRISE - 24 MALL RD
Unit:    42  Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Narrative:
FD notified.

14-458          1657 Phone - Mv B & E            Report Due
Call Taker:    TMC104 - Patrol Thomas M Carlson
Primary Id:    JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Location/Address:    [BUR 1267] PLANET FITNESS - 40 RAY AVE
Unit:    44  Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Narrative:
Caller reports past motor vehicle B&E.

14-460          1732 Phone - CIVIL COMPLAINT       Logged
Call Taker:    TMC104 - Patrol Thomas M Carlson
Location/Address:    [BUR 263] CHUCK E CHEESE - 10 WALL ST
Unit:    44  Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Narrative:
Caller reports a slip and fall in the parking lot.

14-461          1733 Initiated - ASSIST PUBLIC/OTHER Services Rendered
Call Taker:    RAA078 - Patrol Robert A Aloisi jr
Primary Id:    CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address:    [BUR 1176] DUNKIN DONUTS - 182 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit:    45  Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Narrative:
Off transporting female party to 4 Marion

14-462          1734 Phone - Mv B & E            Report Due
Call Taker:    RAA078 - Patrol Robert A Aloisi jr
Primary Id:    JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Location/Address:    [BUR 1267] PLANET FITNESS - 40 RAY AVE
Unit:    44  Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Narrative:
Front passenger side window smashed in. Empty black
pocketbook stolen. See report

14-463          1805 Phone - ALARM            Logged
Call Taker:    RAA078 - Patrol Robert A Aloisi jr
Primary Id:    KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Location/Address:    5 RESERVE WAY
Unit:    42  Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Narrative:
Fire Alarm sounding

Narrative:
Broken pipe in vacant unit. Fire to handle.

14-464  1815  Phone - ALARM  Building Checked/Secured
Call Taker:  RAA078 - Patrol Robert A Aloisi jr
Primary Id:  CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address:  141 CAMBRIDGE ST Apt. #H
Unit:  45 Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Narrative:
ADT reports keypad holdup alarm

Narrative:
No one home at the residence. All doors and windows are secure. No signs of any entry.

14-466  1837  Phone - ROAD HAZARD  Logged
Call Taker:  RAA078 - Patrol Robert A Aloisi jr
Location/Address:  GREAT PINES AVE
Unit:  DESK Patrol Robert A Aloisi jr
Unit:  DESK Patrol Robert A Aloisi jr
Narrative:
Request for sand. Kevin Keene notified

14-467  1949  Radio - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY  Logged
Call Taker:  RAA078 - Patrol Robert A Aloisi jr
Location/Address:  [BUR 1829] 48 MULLER RD
Unit:  41 Sergeant Timothy P Kirchner, T
Narrative:
Holly Glen Estates
Ma reg 842FJ6 sent on their way.

14-469  2014  Phone - ALARM  Logged
Call Taker:  RAA078 - Patrol Robert A Aloisi jr
Primary Id:  JRT082 - Patrol John R Thompson
Location/Address:  [BUR 738] THE REAL SCHOOL OF MUSIC - 56 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit:  47 Patrol John R Thompson
Narrative:
Central Alarm reports three alarms

Narrative:
Checks ok. Landlord on scene checking a leak in the building.

14-488  2125  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:  TMC104 - Patrol Thomas M Carlson
Primary Id:  KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Location/Address:  47 BEDFORD ST @ REDMOND ST
Unit:  42 Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Vehicle:  Reg:  264SV4
Vehicle:  GRY 2012 HOND SE ACCORD SE Reg: PC MA 264SV4 VIN: 1HGCP2F6XCA147281
Narrative:
Citation issued.

14-492  2140  Phone - Ambulance Request  Transported to Hospital
Call Taker:  TMC104 - Patrol Thomas M Carlson
Primary Id:  JRT082 - Patrol John R Thompson
Location/Address:  [BUR 1889] SUNRISE - 24 MALL RD Apt. #233
Unit:  42 Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Unit:  47 Patrol John R Thompson
Narrative:
Caller requests ambulance, FD notified.

Narrative:
Transported by rescue/

### 14-499
**2230** Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued

- **Call Taker:** RAA078 - Patrol Robert A Aloisi jr
- **Primary Id:** KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
- **Location/Address:** CAMBRIDGE ST @ ARTHURWOODS AVE
- **Unit:** 42 Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
- **Vehicle:** GRY 2003 BUIC UT RENDEZ Reg: PC MA MJD75 VIN: 3G5DB03E73S574814

**Narrative:**

Citation issued.

### 14-502
**2250** Phone - ALARM Building Checked/Secured

- **Call Taker:** TMC104 - Patrol Thomas M Carlson
- **Location/Address:** [BUR 898] SEARS - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE

**Narrative:**

Lawn small overhead door alarm. Mall security notified and will check same.

**Narrative:**

Mall security reports appears secure

### 14-504
**2257** Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY No report Due

- **Call Taker:** RAA078 - Patrol Robert A Aloisi jr
- **Primary Id:** JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
- **Location/Address:** [BUR 1545] BEACON VILLAGE - 26 BEACON ST Apt. #13
- **Unit:** 44 Patrol James P Hanafin, J

**Narrative:**

RP states a blue Range Rover with dealer plates has been parked occupied all day.

**Narrative:**

MA dealer 4040. Same got a flat tire and did not have a spare, waiting for a tow company from Medford to take the vehicle. Checks OK.

---

**For Date: 01/06/2014 - Monday**

### 14-520
**0324** Initiated - NOTIFICATION Logged

- **Call Taker:** KMC069 - Sergeant Kevin M Cooney
- **Primary Id:** KMC069 - Sergeant Kevin M Cooney
- **Location/Address:** [BUR 890] 45 CENTER ST
- **Unit:** 41 Sergeant Kevin M Cooney

**Narrative:**

DPW contacted for icy roads.

### 14-521
**0325** Phone - ROAD HAZARD Logged

- **Call Taker:** KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
- **Vicinity of:** BLANCHARD RD
- **Unit:** 41 Sergeant Kevin M Cooney

**Narrative:**

Report of icy road conditions.

**Narrative:**

DPW notified.

### 14-522
**0440** Phone - NOISE COMPLAINT Logged

- **Call Taker:** KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
- **Location/Address:** [BUR 1739] ISCAN - 89 CAMBRIDGE ST
- **Unit:** 46 Patrol Lyn M Reynolds

**Narrative:**

Caller reports loud humming noise coming from this area.

**Narrative:**

Truck idling at Landana, performing maintenance. They didn't
know they were across from a residential neighborhood. They are finished and will make a note to comeback later the next time.

14-524 0639 Phone - ALARM False Alarm
Call Taker: KMC069 - Sergeant Kevin M Cooney
Location/Address: [BUR 898] SEARS - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: K9 Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Narrative:
Zone 30 Jewelry alarm.

14-525 0646 Phone - ALARM False Alarm
Call Taker: KMC069 - Sergeant Kevin M Cooney
Primary Id: MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Location/Address: COSMAN MEDICAL - 78 BLANCHARD RD
Unit: 44 Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Narrative:
Zone 1 front door and interior motion alarms.

14-526 0650 Phone - ALARM Building Checked/Secured
Call Taker: KMC069 - Sergeant Kevin M Cooney
Primary Id: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Location/Address: [BUR 1814] NAVIGANT CONSULTING - 77 SOUTH BEDFORD ST
Unit: 46 Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Narrative:
Rear motion alarm.

14-532 0916 Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Logged
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address: [BUR 970] TALBOTS - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative:

14-533 0933 Phone - ROAD HAZARD No report Due
Call Taker: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address: 148 CAMBRIDGE ST @ CORPORATE DR
Unit: 48 Patrol Kevin J Rogers
Narrative:
Caller reports, Traffic lights on flash MA DOT notified.

14-534 1007 Phone - Ambulance Request No report Due
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: RJH049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Location/Address: [BUR 1889] SUNRISE - 24 MALL RD
Unit: 49 Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Narrative:
Ambulance request. Fire Dept notified.

14-535 1009 Phone - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER No report Due
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address: [BUR 2081] HESS - 110 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 44 Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative:
Owner reports customer didn't have money to pay for gas and has not yet returned with money. Same occurred a few days ago.

Narrative:
Employee of Hess on 12/2813, allowed unidentified female to pump $15 cash with agreement she would return to pay bill. Same has not yet returned. No other information provided from the unidentified operator of vehicle. Manager advised if she returns to get information and seek money through court. No report due.

14-536
1017 Phone - MALICIOUS DAMAGE / VANDALI Logged
Call Taker: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Primary Id: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address: [BUR 2166] KIMBALL TOWERS - 8 KIMBALL CT Apt. #210
Unit: 43 Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Vehicle: BRZ 2004 TOYT 4T COROLLA Reg: PC NJ SAK17F
Narrative:
Caller reports MAL Damage to her vehicle.

Narrative:
SOMETIME OVERNIGHT, R.P. STATES HER VEHICLE SUSTAINED DAMAGE TO WINDSHIELD AND PASSENGER SIDE MIRROR. NJ. SAK17F WAS PARKED IN LOT BEHIND BUILDING #8 IN ASSIGNED SPACE. LOGGED SAME.

14-537
1038 Phone - ROAD HAZARD Logged
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address: [BUR 1108] TRW PARK - 30 MALL RD
Unit: 62 Patrole Bernard X Schipelliti
Narrative:
Officer Schipelliti reports pothole in West Bound on Mall Rd by TRW. Highway notified.

14-538
1047 Phone - ALARM No report Due
Call Taker: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Primary Id: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address: 10 PINE AVE
Unit: 44 Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative:
Assist the Fire Dept with an alarm investigation.

Narrative:
Operator NKN reports kitchen door and garage residential alarm.

Narrative:
Fire Dept shut down water. Real Estate to be notified.

14-539
1108 Phone - ALARM Merge: 14-538 By: JCC512
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address: 10 PINE AVE

14-540
1116 Phone - WIRES / POLES DOWN No report Due
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address: MALL RD @ CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 48 Patrol Kevin J Rogers
Narrative:
Caller reports wire down at intersection.

14-541
1118 Phone - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address: [BUR 1155] ATRIA LONGMEADOW PLACE - 42 MALL RD
Unit: 43 Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Narrative: Ambulance request. Fire Dept notified.

Narrative: BURLINGTON FIRE DEPT. ASSISTED SAME.

14-542 1155 Phone - MV Complaint Unfounded
Call Taker: JCCS12 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address: 197 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 44 Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative: Report of a tractor trailer truck pulling down wires.
Narrative: unfounded

14-543 1155 Phone - MV Hit & Run Report Due
Call Taker: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Primary Id: KJR033 - Patrol Kevin J Rogers
Location/Address: [BUR 649] MARKET BASKET INC. - 43 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 48 Patrol Kevin J Rogers
Narrative: caller reports a past hit and run
Narrative: see report.

14-544 1342 Phone - Lockout No report Due
Call Taker: JCCS12 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address: 33 B ST
Unit: 48 Patrol Kevin J Rogers
Vehicle: WHI 1999 HOND PRELUD Reg: PC MA 73AY22 VIN: JHMBB6154XC010621
Narrative: Report of mv lockout.
Narrative: Assisted 73AY22.

14-545 1417 Phone - ROAD HAZARD No report Due
Call Taker: JCCS12 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address: 28 ARLINGTON RD @ CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 44 Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative: Report of a large pothole.
Narrative: MA DOT notified.

14-546 1459 Phone - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address: 78 BEDFORD ST
Unit: 49 Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Narrative: Care taker reports 92 year old male requesting transport.

14-547 1510 Phone - BURGLARY / B & E PAST Logged
Call Taker: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Primary Id: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address: 33 TERRACE HALL AVE
Unit: 43 Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Narrative: Caller reports a past break.
Narrative: SOMETIME WITHIN THE PAST TWO WEEKS, THE REAR DOOR OF
CONDEMNED AND BOARDED PROPERTY BROKEN INTO. DAMAGE TO REAR DOOR. REPORTING PARTY STATES IT APPEARS SOME CLOTHES AND A FLAT SCREEN T.V. MAY HAVE BEEN TAKEN. HOME CURRENTLY UP FOR AUCTION. REQUEST EXTRA PATROL.

14-548
1531 Phone - Ambulance Request No report Due
Call Taker: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address: [BIR 107] GET IN SHAPE FOR WOMEN - 264 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 48 Patrol Kevin J Rogers
Narrative:
Caller reports a female fell off the treadmill, same request transport.

14-549
1555 Walk-In - REPOSSESSION Logged
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Location/Address: 51 BEDFORD ST
Vehicle: RED 2011 JEEP LL WRANGL UNLSPO Reg: PC MA 1RWN10 VIN: 1J4BA3H13BL539597
Narrative:
Ma.Reg.1RWN10 repossessed from 51 Bedford Street. American Lenders Serice Co of Nashua, NH. Same logged

14-551
1626 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: 69 MIDDLESEX TPKE @ 1 WHEELER RD
Unit: 64 Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle: GRY 2003 TOYT 4D COROLLA Reg: PC RI 588668 VIN: 2T1BR32EX3C097453
Narrative:
CITATION ISSUED FOR RED LIGHT VIOLATION.

14-554
1706 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: 69 MIDDLESEX TPKE @ 1 WHEELER RD
Unit: 64 Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle: WHI 2011 MA2D SE MA2DA3 Reg: PC MA 36LS99 VIN: JM1BL1UG5B1446705
Narrative:
CITATION ISSUED FOR BLOCKING INTERSECTION.

14-555
1710 911 - MV Complaint Logged
Call Taker: SCC039 - Patrol Stephen C Cross
Location/Address: 1 WILMINGTON RD @ 324 CAMBRIDGE ST
Narrative:
Cell caller reports small beige Toyota operating erratically on 3A south from Wilmington Rd. towards Winn St. No plate given. Patrol units notified.

14-557
1730 911 - Ambulance Request No report Due
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address: 86 CENTER ST
Unit: 45 Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Narrative:
Caller reports her mother was choking and then got sick. Disp.unit to area fire dept. notified
Narrative:
Patient refusal.

14-556
1732 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: SCC039 - Patrol Stephen C Cross
Primary Id: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Location/Address: [BUR 1215] AJ ROSE CARPETS - 9 BEDFORD ST
Unit: 43 Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Vehicle: WHI 2008 FORD TAURUS X Reg: PC MA 146BS3 VIN: 1FMDK06W28GA08039
Narrative: Citation issued.

14-558 1743 911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Logged
Call Taker: SCC039 - Patrol Stephen C Cross
Location/Address: 95 DRAKE RD
Narrative: 911 hang-up. Checked ok on call back. All information verified.

14-561 1839 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: 69 MIDDLESEX TPKE @ 0 ROUTE 128 S
Unit: 64 Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle: BRO 2002 PONT 4D GRAND AM Reg: PC NH 3437830 VIN: 1G2NF52E62C268647
Narrative: CITATION ISSUED FOR RED LIGHT VIOLATION.

14-562 1911 Phone - Theft Past Report Due
Call Taker: SCC039 - Patrol Stephen C Cross
Primary Id: KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Location/Address: [BUR 1481] VERIZON WIRELESS - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 42 Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Narrative: Reports past theft from store.
Same is the Verizon Wireless location by the Food Court.

14-566 2006 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: JRT082 - Patrol John R Thompson
Location/Address: CAMBRIDGE ST @ 28 ARLINGTON RD
Unit: DESK Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Vehicle: Reg: PC MA 422WJ9

14-572 2110 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: 128 MIDDLESEX TPKE @ 112 MALL RD
Unit: 64 Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle: GRY 2001 HOND SE CIVIC Reg: PC MA 48KE49 VIN: 2HGES16501H560608
Narrative: CITATION ISSUED FOR RED LIGHT VIOLATION AND BROKEN HEAD LIGHT.

14-574 2118 Other - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER Logged
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id: JRT082 - Patrol John R Thompson
Location/Address: [BUR 260] CHILI'S GRILL & BAR #9 - 108 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 47 Patrol John R Thompson
Unit: 64 Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle: BRO 2004 GMC PU SIERRA C3500 Reg: PC GA BQM6539 VIN: 1GTJC33144F161617
Narrative: Fire Dept requests officer to Chilis for patron who has pulled fire alarm. Disp.unit to area

Narrative: Spoke to Capt Carpenter from the Fire Dept. he does not wish to file charges for the fire alarm. Manager from Chili's
will be speaking to the Managing Partner Mike Cronin about having the individuals trespassed.

14-576          2134        Phone - WIRES / POLES DOWN Services Rendered
Call Taker:    CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id:    JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Location/Address:    59 CAMBRIDGE ST @ MALL RD
Unit:    43  Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Narrative:
Caller reports wires in the roadway. Disp.unit to area

14-579          2159        Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:    CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id:    RAA078 - Patrol Robert A Aloisi jr
Location/Address:    [BUR 160] BURLINGTON CAR WASH - 310 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit:    44  Patrol Robert A Aloisi jr
Narrative:
motor vehicle stop

14-599          2237        Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:    CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id:    CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address:    [BUR 1091] HIGH SCHOOL - 123 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit:    45  Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Unit:    64  Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle:    GRN 1998 TOYT SE CAMRY 2526A  Reg: PC MA 42CE80  VIN: 4T1BG22K8WU339536
Narrative:
Motor Vehicle stop

14-602          2259        Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:    CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id:    CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address:    [BUR 1091] HIGH SCHOOL - 123 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit:    45  Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Unit:    64  Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle:    GRY 2012 FORD 4D FOCUS  Reg: BU NY F2F8525  VIN: 1FAHP3H25CL430850
Narrative:
Motor Vehicle stop

14-603          2313        Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY No report Due
Call Taker:    CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id:    JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Location/Address:    4 SLEEPER DR
Unit:    44  Patrol Robert A Aloisi jr
Unit:    43  Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Vehicle:    GRY 2007 TOYT SE COROLL  Reg: PC MA 41SD39  VIN: 2T1BR32E97C779228
Narrative:
Caller reports suspicious motor vehicle out in front of his home. Disp.unit to area

Narrative:
Same was a nursing assistant pulled over while she was trying to confirm a home address she was trying to find on Sleeper Drive. Checks OK.